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language processing by adults and infants [e.g., 10,11],
highlighting the need for capturing rhythm in prosodic
annotation. In the following we describe the basic components
of the ToBI and RaP systems in more detail.

Abstract
Agreement was investigated among five labelers for the use of
two prosodic annotation systems: the ToBI (Tones and Break
Indices) system [1,2] and the RaP (Rhythm and Pitch) system
[3]. Each system permits the labeling of pitch accents and two
levels of phrasal boundaries; RaP also permits labeling of
speech rhythm and distinguishes multiple levels of prominence
on syllables. After training with computerized materials and
getting expert feedback, coders applied each system to a corpus
of read and spontaneous speech (36 minutes for ToBI and 19 for
RaP). Inter-coder reliability was computed according to two
metrics: transcriber-syllable-pairs and the kappa statistic. High
agreement was obtained for both systems for pitch accent
presence, pitch accent type, boundary presence, boundary type,
and, for RaP, presence and strength of metrical prominences.
Agreement levels for ToBI were similar to those of previous
studies [4,5], indicating that participants were proficient coders.
Moreover, the high level of agreement demonstrated for the RaP
system indicates that RaP is a viable alternative to ToBI for
prosodic labeling of large speech corpora.
Index Terms: prosody, prosodic labeling, speech corpora

1.1. ToBI
A standard ToBI transcription consists of four tiers of symbolic
labels which are time-aligned with the speech signal: an
orthographic tier for the text transcription, a tonal tier for
labeling pitch events, a break index tier for labeling perceived
disjuncture between words, and a miscellaneous tier for
additional information. The version of ToBI used in the current
study also included a fifth tier, termed an alternative (or alt)
tier; alternative choices for tonal and break index labels may
optionally be indicated on this tier. Determination of prosodic
labels is based both on a coder’s perceptual impression of
prosodic events, as well as on the visual characteristics of the
fundamental frequency (F0) contour. In the following we
describe in more detail the tonal and break index tiers, which
form the core of a ToBI transcription.
1.1.1. Tonal tier

1. Introduction

The tonal tier enables the labeling of two kinds of information:
pitch accents and phrasal tones. There are five basic pitch
accent types, which can be simple (H*, L*), or complex/bitonal
(L+H*, L*+H, and H+!H*). Additionally, there are three
“downstepped” accent variants (!H*, L+!H* and L*+!H). In lieu
of using the ToBI X*? and *? labels to indicate uncertainty,
coders used the alt tier to indicate alternative labels. Several
labels are also available for indicating hierarchical phrasal
information. Three labels (H-, !H-, and L-) indicate pitch
movement at a “small” or intermediate intonational phrase
boundary, while five complex labels (H-H%, L-L%, H-L%, !HL% and L-H%) indicate pitch movement at a “large” or full
intonational phrase boundary. All labels indicate unidirectional
pitch movement, except for L-H%, which generally indicates
bidirectional (falling-rising) movement.
Several observations can be made about the tonal inventory
in ToBI. First, recent work in phonetics and psycholinguistics
has called into question some ToBI categories. For example, H*
and L+H* are often confused by trained ToBI labelers [12] and
speakers do not distinguish these two categories in production
tasks [7,8]. It has also been observed that multiple perceptual
and acoustic factors distinguish ToBI tonal labels, making it
difficult to define the phonetic properties which correspond to
these labels [13]. Finally, there is inconsistency in phonetic
exponents of pitch accents, which may be labeled when a pitch

Researchers are increasingly recognizing the importance of
prosody for both basic research into human speech
communication and for the development of automatic spoken
language systems. A practical means of assessing prosodic
characteristics in speech is through the use of prosodic
annotation by human listeners. The ToBI (Tones and Break
Indices) system was introduced in the 1990’s and has been
adopted by a number of research labs. However, since that time
questions have been raised about some of the distinctions which
are assumed in ToBI [e.g., 6,7,8]. The present paper describes a
new prosodic transcription system, the RaP (Rhythm and Pitch)
system, which is based on recent empirical and theoretical work
in phonetics, psychology, and linguistics. It also presents a test
of inter-coder agreement for ToBI and RaP.
The RaP system was developed to fill several outstanding
needs in the speech research and linguistics communities. First,
recent phonetic and psycholinguistic evidence has suggested
that some aspects of the mapping from phonetic attributes to
categories of intonational contrast do not correspond precisely
to those posited in the original work of Pierrehumbert [9], which
forms the basis of ToBI categories. Second, ToBI does not
permit the labeling of speech rhythm. However, a large body of
research now indicates that speech rhythm is important for
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excursion is either present or absent. For example, in a stretch
of monotone, low-pitched speech for which some syllables are
perceived as accented, ToBI prescribes L* pitch accents [2].

The tonal tier permits labeling of accent-related and phraserelated tonal events. A pitch accent in RaP corresponds to a
syllable which carries a beat as well as a pitch excursion; such
syllables are labeled with H*, L*, and E* labels (i.e., “starred
tones”) indicating that the pitch of an accented syllable is higher
than, lower than, or the same as that of the previous tonemarked syllable. By distinguishing syllables which are pitch
accented from those which are prominent for strictly rhythmic
reasons (i.e., which carry no pitch excursion), RaP provides
another means of distinguishing degrees of prominence, in
addition to rhythm tier labels. Moreover, tonal movements
occurring at metrically weak positions are labeled with H, L, or
E (i.e., “unstarred tones”), indicating that the pitch of a syllable
is higher than, lower than, or the same as that of the previous
tone-marked syllable. Moreover, the use of separate labels for
starred and unstarred tones is consistent with recent F0
production data [8,15-17]. A ‘+’ is used to indicate association
with a preceding or following starred tone. This same set of
three unstarred tones is also used to indicate phrase-related tonal
movement. Finally, ‘!’ indicates a small pitch excursion (i.e., a
compressed pitch range), while ‘?’ indicates uncertainty about
tonal type or presence.

1.1.2. Break index tier
A break index is a number from 0-4 which is assigned to the end
of each word, building on the work of Price et al. [14]. In
general, this number indicates the perceived degree of
disjuncture between words. A 1 is used to indicate the “normal”
degree of disjuncture. A 0 indicates a tight connection between
words during fast speech. Moreover, labels of 3 and 4 generally
indicate relatively large and maximal disjuncture, respectively.
There are two exceptions to the characterization of break
indices as indicating degree of perceived disjuncture. The first
stems from the stipulation that a 3 or 4, respectively, must be
labeled whenever an intermediate or full intonational phrase
tone is labeled on the tonal tier, regardless of the perceived
degree of disjuncture. Second, the break index 2 is used to
indicate a mismatch between tonal movement and perceived
disjuncture. As a result, this label can either indicate a small
degree of disjuncture comparable to a 1 or a large degree of
disjuncture comparable to a 4 [4,6].

2. Method

1.2. RaP
The RaP (Rhythm and Pitch) system [3] was developed to meet
the needs of the speech research community by building on
experimental work and theoretical advances that have taken
place since the development of the ToBI system. There are three
primary differences between RaP and ToBI. First, the tonal
label inventory in RaP reflects recent findings from perception
and production studies regarding intonational categories
[7,8,15-17]. Second, unlike ToBI, RaP permits the coding of
speech rhythm, which has been shown to be important for
language processing [10,11]. Third, a RaP transcription is based
on coders’ perceptual impressions of prosodic events. Unlike
ToBI, a visual display of the F0 contour is considered an aid to
labeling, rather than a requirement.
A RaP transcription consists of four tiers of symbolic labels
which are time-aligned with the speech signal: a words tier for
indicating the text transcription, a rhythm tier for labeling
metrical prominences and phrasal boundaries, a tonal index tier
for labeling tonal information, and a miscellaneous tier. In the
following discussion we focus on the rhythm and tonal tiers,
which form the core of a RaP transcription.

2.1. Corpus

1.2.1. Rhythm tier

Five naïve undergraduate students were hired to participate in
the project; none had any previous prosodic annotation
experience or phonetic training.

To assess inter-coder agreement for diverse styles of speech,
materials were drawn from two speech corpora: a read speech
corpus (the Boston Radio News Corpus of professional news
broadcast speech, or BRNC [18]), and a spontaneous
nonprofessional speech corpus (the CallHome corpus [19]).
The amount of speech from each corpus which was labeled in
each system is shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Amount of speech (in minutes and syllables) from each
corpus labeled and analyzed in each system.
System
ToBI
RaP

Corpus
CallHome
BRNC
CallHome
BRNC
Total

Minutes
15.2
20.9
9.6
9.6
55.2

Syllables
3680
5939
2638
2889
15146

Coders/File
3.5
3.4
4.5
4.7
4.0

2.2. Procedure

The rhythm tier permits the labeling of metrical prominence.
Several levels of metrical strength are distinguished. The label
X indicates that a syllable is a very strong metrical beat, while x
indicates that a syllable is a weaker metrical beat. Uncertainty
about the strength and presence of a beat are indicated by X?
and x?, respectively. Moreover, phrasal boundaries are labeled
on word-final syllables; ‘))’ and ‘)’ indicate major and minor
phrase boundaries, respectively. Phrasal labels are based strictly
on perceived disjuncture. Finally, uncertainty about the type or
presence of a phrasal boundary is indicated by the labels ‘))?’
and ‘)?’, respectively.

2.2.1. Training and testing of ToBI
Training for ToBI involved reading the manual and completing
computerized exercises [2], as well as receiving feedback from
an expert coder (the second author). In addition, all coders
participated in bi-weekly meetings with four expert ToBI
labelers throughout training and testing. Coders then completed
two one-minute speech files (one spontaneous, one read) and
received feedback from two expert coders (the first two authors)
on each. After these two feedback rounds, the coders labeled 90
seconds of read and spontaneous speech. The annotations were

1.2.2. Tonal tier
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!H*, L+!H*, H+!H*), (b) some variety of low accent (L*,
L*+H, H+L*), or (c) no pitch accent. All varieties of high and
low pitch accents in ToBI were collapsed in this way to make
possible a comparison with results from previous studies of
ToBI labeler agreement [4,5]. For RaP, two coders were said to
agree if they each indicated that a syllable had (a) a high pitch
accent (H*), (b) a low pitch accent (L*), (c) an equal pitch
accent (E*) or (d) no pitch accent.
Next, we examined word-final syllables for agreement
regarding the presence and type of a phrasal boundary. For
ToBI, two coders were said to agree on the presence of a
phrasal boundary if both coders indicated (a) an intermediate or
full intonational phrase boundary (3, 3-, 3p, 4, 4-, 4p), or (b) no
phrase boundary (0, 1, 1-, 1p, 2, 2-, 2p). For RaP, two coders
were said to agree on the presence of a phrasal boundary if both
coders indicated (a) a phrasal boundary (‘))’, ‘))?’, or ‘)’), or (b)
no boundary (‘)?’ or no label).
Agreement on the type of phrasal boundary was also
examined. For ToBI, two coders were said to agree on the type
of a phrasal boundary if both coders indicated (a) a full
intonational phrase boundary (4, 4-, 4p), (b) an intermediate
intonational phrase boundary (3, 3-, 3p), or (c) no phrase
boundary (0, 1, 1-, 1p, 2, 2-, 2p). In RaP, two coders were said
to agree on the type of a phrasal boundary if both coders
indicated (a) a large boundary (‘))’, ‘))?’), (b) a small boundary
(‘)’ or ‘)?’), or (c) no boundary.
A final agreement analysis which applied only to the RaP
system concerned the presence and type of beat (metrical
prominence) on a syllable. Two coders were said to agree on the
presence of a beat if both coders indicated (a) a beat (X, X?, or
x), or (b) no beat (x? or no label). Moreover, two coders were
said to agree on the strength of beat if both coders indicated (a)
a strong beat (X or X?), (b) a weak beat (x), or (c) no beat (x? or
nothing).

evaluated by three expert coders, who checked the quality of
labels and gave additional feedback. Coders were then
permitted to begin annotating 26.7 minutes of the corpus with
ToBI (11 spontaneous, 15.7 read). The order of files was
pseudo-randomly determined so that coders would label
approximately equal amounts of read and spontaneous speech.
Following training and testing of the RaP system (as described
below), coders participated in a second ToBI test phase in
which they annotated another 9.4 minutes of the corpus using
ToBI.
2.2.2. Training and testing of RaP
After learning and applying ToBI, coders spent two weeks
learning the RaP system. Coders were introduced to RaP using
the guidelines and computerized exercises in [3]. They received
continuing feedback from an expert RaP labeler (the second
author) throughout RaP training and testing. After one week of
training, coders annotated two one-minute speech files (one
spontaneous, one read) and received feedback on their
annotations from an expert RaP coder (the first author). After
these two feedback rounds, the coders annotated 60 seconds of
read and spontaneous speech. The expert RaP coder checked the
quality of the labels and gave additional feedback. Coders were
then permitted to begin RaP annotation for 19.2 minutes of the
corpus, which was a subset of the 26.7 minutes that had been
labeled with ToBI.

2.3. Data analysis
2.3.1 Agreement metrics
Two measures of coder agreement were computed for the
current study. First, a metric based on transcriber-syllable-pairs
was computed by determining the total number of pairwise
agreements between coders for each syllable, divided by the
total number of possible pairwise agreements on all syllables
(cf. [5]). Second, the current study also employed the Kappa
statistic to correct for chance agreement, which is given by the
following:
N = (AO - AE)/(1 - AE)

3. Results
Table 2 reports agreement related to labeling phrasal boundaries
and pitch accents in ToBI and RaP. Agreement is reported in
terms of transcriber-syllable-pairs (TSP) and a kappa statistic
(Kappa). Table 3 reports agreement for the presence and
strength of a beat on a syllable in terms of TSP and Kappa;
since only the RaP system permits the labeling of speech
rhythm, no values for ToBI are reported.

(1)

where AO is the observed agreement and AE is the expected
agreement by chance, given the statistical distribution of labels
in the population. A kappa statistic of .7 or higher indicates very
good agreement. The distribution of labels across the entire
corpus for each labeling system served as the basis for AE,
which was used to generate a kappa statistic for each pair of
raters. An overall kappa was then determined by averaging the
individual kappa scores.

4. Discussion
The results indicated high agreement for both ToBI and RaP for
presence and type of phrasal boundary, as well as presence and
type of pitch accent. Moreover, higher agreement was
demonstrated for RaP than for ToBI for presence and type of
phrasal boundary. This may be because phrasal boundaries in
RaP are based entirely on perceived disjuncture, while phrasal
boundaries in ToBI are based on both perceived disjuncture and
tonal labels. In addition, the two systems perform comparably
with respect to presence and type of pitch accent. This
comparable performance is noteworthy, given that there were
four pitch accent distinctions for RaP, compared to only three
for ToBI. Finally, the results show that RaP permits reliable
coding for speech rhythm.
Two limitations of the present study concerned the fact that
coders learned and applied RaP after coding in ToBI, and that

2.3.2 Agreement comparisons
The first analysis concerned the presence of a pitch accent. For
ToBI, two coders were said to agree if they each indicated that a
syllable had a pitch accent (H*, L*, L+H*, L*+H, H+!H*,
L*+!H, L+!H*, L+!H*), or had no pitch accent. For RaP, two
coders were said to agree if they each indicated that a syllable
had a pitch accent (H*, L*, E*) or had no pitch accent.
The next analysis concerned the type of pitch accent. For
ToBI, two coders were said to agree if they each indicated that a
syllable had (a) some variety of high pitch accent (H*, L+H*,
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the same speech was labeled in both systems. Thus it might be
argued that agreement for ToBI was lower due to labelers’
being less familiar with prosodic labeling or with the speech
corpus during ToBI than during RaP labeling. It is unlikely that
these factors influenced the results, since the agreement
numbers for ToBI obtained in this study are comparable to those
in previous studies [1,4,5,12]. This indicates that participants in
the present study were already proficient ToBI labelers and that
additional practice was unlikely to influence their coding.

[2]

[3]

[4]

Table 2. Agreement for pitch accent and phrasal
boundary labels in ToBI and RaP.
TSP
Presence of a
pitch accent
Type of pitch
accent
Presence of a
phrasal boundary
Type of phrasal
boundary

ToBI

RaP

Kappa
ToBI
RaP

87%

86%

0.71

0.71

80%

80%

0.68

0.65

88%

92%

0.66

0.74

76%

84%

0.40

0.61

[5]

[6]

[7]
[8]

Table 3. Agreement for speech rhythm labels in RaP.

Presence of a beat
Strength of a beat

TSP
90%
79%

[9]

Kappa
0.80
0.65

[10]

5. Conclusions

[11]

The present paper examined inter-transcriber agreement for two
prosodic labeling systems, the ToBI (Tones and Break Indices)
and RaP (Rhythm and Pitch) systems. These results demonstrate
high agreement for both systems, with better performance for
RaP in labeling phrasal boundaries. Moreover, unlike ToBI,
RaP permits reliable coding of speech rhythm, and its tonal
inventory incorporates findings from recent perception and
production studies. These results indicate that RaP is a viable
alternative to ToBI for prosodic labeling of large speech
corpora.

[12]

[13]

[14]
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